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Child 9 is a 4 year, 7 month old male who appears to have a mild to moderate articulation
disorder based on a raw score of 37 and percentile rank of 10 from the Goldman Fristoe Test of
Articulation. His intelligence and language skills appear within normal limits based on the
following scores: Expressive Vocabulary Test standard score of 104 and percentile rank of 61.
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test 3 standard score of 110 and percentile rank of 75. Test of
Early Language Development 3 standard score of 103 and percentile rank of 58 on the receptive
portion with a standard score of 97 and percentile rank of 42 on the expressive portion. Leiter
Test of Nonverbal Intelligence IQ estimation of 111 and percentile rank of 77. Based on the
provided information, I would recommend speech treatment for this child three times a week for
30-45 minutes.
Clear and accurate diagnosis. Justification of diagnosis refers to GFTA score but
additional information needs to be included concerning sounds in error and developmental
appropriateness of these sounds. Clear and accurate interpretation of other test scores.
Recommendation is clear with appropriate detail provided; however, the frequency seems
a bit intense given that the child has a mild-moderate disorder. This might not be practical
in certain settings

Accurate and detailed but a little narrow on the justification of the diagnosis
After reviewing all the articles that have been discussed in class and summarizing
results/findings, the following sounds appear to be the best choice for speech treatment:

S (“esh”), tS (“ch”), and dz (“j”). These three sounds fall into many categories that prove to be
efficacious in treatment, therefore getting the “best bang for your buck”. These three sounds are
more marked being affricates. According to Gierut (1999), treatment of marked sounds (small
sonority difference) provides the greatest change because teaching an affricate will allow for
more unmarked sounds (fricatives and stops) to come along naturally. These three sounds are
also late acquired sounds for this child’s chronological age. According to Gierut, Morrisette,
Hughes, and Rowland (1996), treatment of later acquired sounds provides global system wide
change because the thought is that if you teach at a more advanced level the child will learn the
basics. In this study, changes were seen in the treated sound, in untreated sounds of the same
class, and in untreated sounds of different classes.
These three sounds are nonstimulable. According to Miccio, Elbert, and Forrest (1999),
treatment of nonstimulable sounds provides global system wide change. This study found that
the nonstimulable sounds did not change without treatment, suggesting a need for treatment,
whereas the stimulable sounds changed on their own without treatment, suggesting that they are
emerging. These three sounds are considered least knowledge sounds. According to Gierut,
Elbert, and Dinnsen (1987), treatment of least knowledge sounds provides global system wide
change with the thought that if least knowledge sounds are treated, change will also take place in
some and most knowledge sounds as well.
None of these sounds are consistent, which would be ideal, but the four factors above are
enough to make these sounds the best choice. It would be better to target consistent substitutes
as opposed to inconsistent substitutes. According to Forrest, Dinnesen, and Elbert (1997),
treatment of consistent substitutes (which implies more knowledge from the child) requires
treatment of only one word position, as the change will generalize to other words positions.

It is important to also keep in mind that the sounds s and z also fall into four ideal
categories: being marked, late acquired, nonstimulable, and consistent. These sounds were not
chosen though because they are considered in the child’s current inventory, as he is producing
them correctly at least some of the time. Therefore, it is thought that possibly these sounds will
emerge with time and treatment of the original three sounds.
Three sounds selected for treatment (esh, t-esh, d-yogh) based on 4 pieces of information
(nonstimulable, least knowledge, late acquired, complex). Justification is good but why
treat all 3 of these sounds? They all share the same place of articulation and 2 are cognates
(t-esh & d-yogh). Why not treat just one and monitor generalization to the others? Or
treat one but establish stimulability of the other two to facilitate generalization. All 3
sounds are correctly labeled as inconsistent within and across positions but the import of
this is not fully considered. Remember when selecting sounds that have inconsistent
substitutes it is critical to consider which position to begin treatment in. Remember that
Forest recommends starting in final position for fricatives so that the child will learn the
treated sound. Alternatively, you may want to start in the word position with the fewest
substitutes. This should have been commented on in justifying the word position for
treatment.

Appropriate but think about treating patterns rather than individual sounds and
remember that it is important to carefully select the word position for sounds with
inconsistent substitutes.
Based on the child’s performance on the GFTA, errors are more evident in initial and
medial positions as opposed to final positions. Treatment will begin with targeted sounds in

initial position. Sounds in medial and final positions should be monitored throughout treatment
for generalization. The following list of 10 treatment words was selected using the Washington
University website for word frequency and density information. High frequency (words that
occur often in the language) and low density (words that are not similar to other words) was
selected because these prove to show the greatest overall change, which is more important to me
than speed of treatment progress. It is also important for the other sounds in the treatment words
to be sounds the child can produce so as to not praise for a word that may have an incorrect
sound produced in it.

(shop, shoe, she, chat, chin, chip, job, jab, jog, jeff)

Word position selected because there were more errors in that position. It would have been
better to explicitly state what data you were looking at to make that claim. Given that
word-final seemed "easier" for this child, you might want to start with that position
because you are targeting sounds with inconsistent substitutes.

Words selected target the chosen sounds in the chosen positions. Selected words are high
frequency and low density with appropriate reference to Morrisette and Gierut. Note,
however, that Morrisette's high frequency condition was balanced in density so you may
not get the same results because you are using a slightly different method. It's not quite
clear why you are departing from Morrisette's method so some added justification would
be appropriate.

Appropriate but additional justification could be provided.

Data will be collected every third session (once a week). Data will be evaluated by
analyzing the summary table below and comparing percentages to determine progress from week
to week. Generalization probes of target sounds in other word positions as well as of untreated
sounds that were in error should take place after every 4th week (once a month). These
generalization probes should be a combination of high and low frequency and density words so
as to get a good representation of the language and more valid generalization information.

Sounds to be monitored are not listed, although it is indicated that treated and untreated
sounds will be monitored in high/low frequency/density words. A detailed plan is provided
for data collection and analysis methods are reported.
Good, except sounds to be monitored need to be stated explicitly.
GRADE: B+
Diagnosis is accurate but greater justification needed. All evidence cited but application of
Forest consistency of substitute and Morrisette lexical characteristics evidence contained
minor errors. Monitoring plan needed a little more information.

WORD
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 %
(INITIAL)
SHOP
SHOE
SHE
CHAT
/S/
CHIN
CHIP
JOB
/tS/
JAB
JOG
JEFF
/dz/

